
Jurisdiction of the Special Chamber according to the Law No. 06/L-086  on the 

Special Chamber of the Supreme Court of Kosovo on Privatization Agency Related 
Matters, include the following: 

 
 
1.1. a challenge to a decision or other action of the KTA or the Agency taken 

pursuant to the KTA Regulation or, respectively, based on the Law on the 
Privatization Agency of Kosovo. 

 
1.2. a claim against the KTA or the Agency arising from the failure or refusal of 

the KTA or the Agency to perform an act or obligation required by law or 
contract;  

 
1.3. a claim against the KTA or the Agency for financial losses alleged to have 

been caused by a decision or action taken by the KTA or the Agency pursuant 

to the administrative authority provided by the KTA Regulation or the Law 

on the Privatization Agency of Kosovo in respect of an Enterprise or 

Corporation;  

1.4. a claim against an Enterprise or Corporation that is alleged to have arisen 

during or prior to the time that such Enterprise or Corporation is or was 

subject to the administrative authority of the KTA, the Agency;  

 
1.5. a claim alleging a right, title or interest with respect to:  

1.5.1. any asset or property over which the Agency or the KTA has or has 

asserted administrative authority;  

1.5.2. the ownership of an Enterprise or Corporation; 

1.5.3. the ownership of any capital of an Enterprise or Corporation; or 

1.5.4. any property or asset in the possession or control of an Enterprise or 

Corporation if such right, title or interest is alleged to have arisen during or 

prior to the time that such Enterprise or Corporation is or was subject to the 

administrative authority of the KTA or the Agency;  

 
1.6.a claim or complaint objecting or challenging any aspect of an official list of 

eligible employees of an Enterprise issued by the KTA or the Agency under 

Article 10 of UNMIK Regulation No. 2003/13 or any successor legislation 

governing the establishment of such a list; 

 
1.7. a claim related to the liquidation of an Enterprise conducted by the KTA 

pursuant to the KTA Regulation or by the Agency pursuant to the PAK Law; 

 

 
1.8. an application made by the KTA or the Agency pursuant to Article 21 of Annex to 

the PAK Law for the voidance of a transaction of an Enterprise that has 
undergone or is undergoing liquidation by the KTA or the Agency.  
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1.9. enforcement of a right or authority of the KTA or the Agency if the KTA or 

the Agency has submitted an application to the Special Chamber seeking such 

enforcement, including any claim or lawsuit submitted by the Agency against 

third parties, be that its capacity as a legal person or while exercising its 

administrative authority over an Enterprise or Corporation;  

 
1.10. a case or proceeding arising within the scope of UNMIK Regulation No. 

2005/48 or any successor legislation thereto, or a claim or proceeding that is 

related to a case within the scope of such regulation or successor legislation 

thereto;  

 
1.11. any application to review and decide the legality of, any Judgment or 

Decision issued by another court in Kosovo involving or relating to any claim 

or matter specified in paragraph 1 of this Article;  

 
1.12. such other matters as may be assigned to the Special Chamber by law. 


